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I. Caldwell’s Motion for Judgment of Acquittal Should be Granted as to Count 3 

 

 The government failed to adduce legally sufficient evidence that Caldwell violated 18 

U.S.C. § 1512(c)(2) as charged in Count 3 of the Indictment.  The jury was instructed as to four 

theories of criminal liability upon which to convict Caldwell under Count 3:  1) that Caldwell 

actually obstructed the Electoral College certification; 2) Pinkerton co-conspirator liability; 3) 

that Caldwell “aided and abetted” others to obstruct the proceeding; or, 4) that Caldwell 

“attempted” to obstruct the proceeding.  (ECF 400, at 26) (jury instructions).  As outlined below, 

the government failed to meet its burden as to each theory of liability.1 

A. Caldwell did not personally “obstruct” or “impede” the Electoral College certification. 

 As a matter of law, Caldwell did not personally “obstruct” or “impede” Congress’s 

certification of the Electoral College on J6.  By stipulation, Members of Congress were ordered 

to be evacuated from the Capitol Building at 2:20 p.m.  Government’s Exhibit 1500 included a 

“selfie” of Caldwell taken at 2:19 p.m. while he was standing by the Peace Fountain which, 

according to Capitol Police Captain Ortega, was unrestricted grounds on J6.  (Tr., 4028-29; 

Govt. Exh. 7026).  The government provided no testimony as to when Caldwell specifically 

entered restricted grounds, although a photo taken by Caldwell’s cell phone placed him close to 

the Capitol steps at 2:38 p.m.  (Govt. Exh. 1500). 

 
1 In addition to the arguments set forth in the instant filing, Caldwell asserts as grounds for 

granting judgment of acquittal as to Count 3 his legal arguments set forth in two prior 

motions to dismiss, which argued that 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(2) does not apply to scenarios 

that involve non-tangible evidence tampering and that the Electoral College certification is 

not an “official proceeding” under the statute.  See United States v. Caldwell (ECF Nos. 240, 

350, 566 and 558) and Rhodes at (ECF No. 84, at 19-30 & ECF No. 176)).  Accordingly, 

because the government failed to adduce evidence that an “official proceeding” was taking 

place on J6 and no evidence was presented that Caldwell targeted tangible objects for 

obstruction, Caldwell’s motion for judgment of acquittal should be granted. 
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 Government’s Exhibit 1500 proved that Caldwell was not on restricted Capitol grounds at 

the time members of the public breached the inside of the Capitol Building and when Congress 

was evacuated.  The government, moreover, offered no proof that Caldwell’s actions caused 

Congress’s evacuation or recess.  Caldwell did not “obstruct” or “impede” the certification, 

which was already stopped by the time he entered restricted grounds.  Additionally, Captain 

Ortega and Parliamentarian Thomas Wickham, on cross-examination, agreed that the Electoral 

College certification would take “hours” to be restarted after the evacuation because of the 

breach of the Capitol; Captain Ortega also agreed that a police-involved shooting at 2:44 p.m., 

(Tr., 4058), inside the Capitol was a contributing factor to the “hours” delay.  (Tr., 4033-35, 

4459-60).   It was impossible for Caldwell to “obstruct” or “impede” a proceeding that was not 

proceeding and would in fact, per the undisputed testimony, not be restarted for hours.2  Notably, 

the government’s witnesses did not allege or proffer that Caldwell’s brief presence outside the 

Capitol delayed the restarting of the certification process. 

 Government’s Exhibit 1500 provided Caldwell a rock-solid alibi proving that he did not 

actually obstruct or impede the Electoral College certification.  Caldwell ascended one flight of 

stairs, exited to a temporary Inaugural balcony, and spent minutes on the balcony before exiting.3  

 
2 At 2:29 p.m., the House of Representatives recessed under Rule 12(b), an emergency provision 

of the House Rules.  (Tr., 4442-43).  A “recess,” according to Parliamentarian Wickham, is “a 

temporary break in the proceedings” and “can last an indefinite time.”  (Tr., 4442-43, 4457-58).  

Wickham testified that armed law enforcement was on the Senate floor after the recess until at 

least 3:08 p.m.  (Tr., 4449).  Special Agent Palian acknowledged that Caldwell was not on 

Capitol grounds at 3:05 p.m.  (Tr., 1649).   
3 The government’s case provided scant assistance vis-a-vis a timeline of Caldwell’s 

whereabouts.  At 2:19 p.m., Caldwell was clearly on unrestricted grounds by the Peace Fountain.  

At 2:38 p.m., the government placed Caldwell on Capitol grounds approaching scaffolding.  The 

“Pelosi doorknob video” taken by Mrs. Caldwell is one minute and seventeen seconds in 

duration and starts at timestamp 2:51:56 p.m.  (Caldwell Exh. 87).  At the end of the video, 

Caldwell and his wife start the process of leaving the balcony.  Accordingly, the government’s 
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By 3:05 p.m. Caldwell, per Special Agent Palian’s testimony, was not even on Capitol grounds, 

whereas armed law enforcement were still occupying the Senate floor at 3:08 p.m.  (Tr., 1649, 

4449).  In short, the government provided no evidence that Caldwell personally obstructed or 

impeded a proceeding that was already stopped and where Members of Congress were in route, 

per an evacuation order, to an off-site relocation center during the brief time Caldwell was on 

Capitol grounds.4  

B. As Caldwell was acquitted of conspiracy, Pinkerton liability does not apply. 

 A second theory upon which Caldwell was accused of violating 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(2) 

was Pinkerton co-conspirator liability.  (ECF 400, at 31).  Caldwell, however, was acquitted of 

all conspiracy counts, including Count 2, which charged him with Conspiracy to Obstruct an 

Official Proceeding.  Accordingly, Caldwell cannot be found guilty of the substantive offense of 

Obstruction of an Official Proceeding based upon a Pinkerton theory of liability. 

C. Caldwell did not “aid and abet” the obstruction of the Electoral College certification. 

 The government failed to adduce sufficient evidence that Caldwell “aided and abetted” 

the obstruction of the Electoral College certification.  (ECF 400, at 29-30).  The undisputed 

evidence is that Caldwell was physically situated on unrestricted grounds at the time members of 

Congress were evacuated.  The “emergency evacuation” that was “ordered” by the Capitol 

Police, (Tr., 4035), stopped the certification process without Caldwell’s facilitation.  

Additionally, as noted above, the stoppage of the certification would last for hours, not because 

 

case-in-chief supported an inference that Caldwell was on the Inaugural balcony for only two to 

three minutes before he exited with his wife.   
4 Captain Ortega testified that Members of Congress were evacuated to a “relocation center.”  

(Tr., 4025).  The location of this relocation center was not disclosed to the jury. 
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of anything Caldwell did, but because of the breach of the Capitol Building by others and a 

police-involved shooting.   

 Accordingly, as the substantive crime of obstructing an official proceeding under 18 

U.S.C. § 1512(c)(2) was already completed before Caldwell provably entered a restricted area of 

the Capitol grounds, he could not, as a matter of law, have aided and abetted that crime.  See 

United States v. Ferraro, 414 F.2d 802, 804 (5th Cir. 1969) (“A person cannot aid or abet a crime 

which has already been completed.”).  A crime is “completed” when all of its elements have 

been performed unless the crime is explicitly characterized by Congress, or is by its very nature, 

a “continuing offense.”5  See, e.g., United States v. De La Mata, 266 F.3d 1275, 1287 (11th Cir. 

2001) (holding that the crime of bank fraud is “completed upon the execution” of the fraud for 

purposes of the statute of limitations); Ferraro, 414 F.2d at 804 (holding that defendant did not 

aid and abet a bank employee who stole money:  “Whether she "embezzled," "abstracted" or 

"purloined" the money. . . her offense was complete when she walked out of the bank with the 

money in her possession and met the [defendant] on the parking lot.”).  Finally, “[a] defendant 

may not properly be convicted of aiding and abetting a crime that was completed before his 

accessorial acts were performed.”  United States v. Reifler, 446 F.3d 65, 96 (2d Cir. 2006).  

 The crime of obstructing the certification process was de facto completed by the 

perpetrators when Congress was ordered to be evacuated at 2:20 p.m. or, at the latest, at 2:29 

 
5 Obstruction of an Official Proceeding under § 1512(c)(2) is clearly not a “continuing offense,” 

as “the explicit language” of the statute “does not . . . compel[] such a conclusion,” and “the 

nature of the crime involved is such that Congress [did not] assuredly [    ] intend[  ] . . . [to] 

treat[  ] [it] as a continuing one.”  Toussie v. United States, 397 U.S. 112, 115 (1970) (emphasis 

added).  Whether § 1512(c)(2) is a “continuing offense” depends exclusively “on the nature of 

the substantive offense, not on the specific characteristics of the conduct in the case at issue.”  

United States v. Niven, 952 F.2d 289, 293 (9th Cir. 1991); accord United States v. Dunne, 324 

F.3d 1158, 1165 (10th Cir. 2003); United States v. Sunia, 643 F. Supp. 2d 51, 74 (D.D.C. 2009). 
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p.m. when Congress recessed.  By 2:20 p.m., Congress had not only been “obstructed” and 

“impeded”--the proceeding had been stopped altogether and Members of Congress were in route 

to a relocation center.  See United States v. Delpit, 94 F.3d 1134, 1150 (8th Cir. 1996) (reversing 

conviction for aiding and abetting the crime of causing another to travel interstate with intent to 

facilitate a murder pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1958(a); the crime was completed once the principal 

actually traveled interstate with the intent to commit murder, not a week later when the murder 

was committed).  The government adduced no evidence that Caldwell was on restricted grounds 

before 2:29 p.m. let alone evidence that he did anything that would have facilitated the 

obstruction of the certification process before Congress was evacuated or recessed. 

 The government’s aiding and abetting theory also fails because no proof was adduced 

connecting Caldwell to a specific principal who caused the evacuation or recess of Congress, or 

who otherwise obstructed or impeded the certification:  “Aiding and abetting, as used in the 

statute, means to assist the perpetrator of a crime.”  White v. United States, 366 F.2d 474, 476 

(10th Cir. 1966).  The government failed to prove that Caldwell “aided someone in committing 

the crime.”  United States v. Yost, 24 F.3d 99, 104 (10th Cir. 1994); see also United States v. 

Martin, 747 F.2d 1404, 1407 (11th Cir. 1984) (“One cannot aid or abet himself.”).  To “convict a 

defendant of aiding and abetting the commission of a crime, the government must prove that the 

defendant associated with a criminal venture, participated in the venture, and sought by his 

action to make the venture succeed.”  United States v. Silvas, No. 92-5586, 1993 U.S. App. 

LEXIS 39625, at *19 (5th Cir. 1993).  A conviction for aiding and abetting cannot, however, be 

based upon a defendant’s “inadvertent assistance” to others.  United States v. Ortega, 44 F.3d 

505, 507 (7th Cir. 1995). 
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 The jury acquitted Caldwell in relation to the alleged Oath Keepers “criminal venture.”  

The government’s case, accordingly, did not identify a principal that Caldwell specifically 

assisted in obstructing or impeding the certification.  Although the principal can be anonymous, 

the government still has to identify a perpetrator of the substantive crime who Caldwell 

specifically assisted as part of a “criminal venture” on J6.  The government produced no video or 

witnesses to show or describe Caldwell’s actions between 2:19 p.m. and 2:38 p.m.  The infamous 

“Pelosi doorknob video” shows Caldwell saying “USA, USA,” but interacting with nobody 

except his wife before encouraging her to exit the balcony with him.  See United States v. 

Camacho, 233 F.3d 1308, 1317 (11th Cir. 2000) (to prove aiding and abetting, the government 

must demonstrate that “the defendant committed an act which contributed to and furthered the 

offense[.]”).  The “doorknob” video shows no “concert of purpose” by Caldwell with a principal 

to obstruct the certification process.  See United States v. Peoni, 100 F.2d 401, 403 (2d Cir. 

1938).     

 The government adduced no evidence that Caldwell “actively participate[d] in a criminal 

scheme knowing its extent and character[.]”  Rosemond v. United States, 572 U.S. 65, 77 (2014).  

Additionally, “[i]t is well settled that mere presence at the scene of a crime and awareness that a 

crime is being committed is insufficient to support a conviction for aiding and abetting.”  United 

States v. Salamanca, 990 F.2d 629, 638 (D.C. Cir. 1993); see also United States v. Garguilo, 310 

F.2d 249, 253 (2d Cir. 1962) (a defendant's presence at the scene of the crime may be sufficient 

to support a conviction for aiding and abetting only if his presence "proved to have positively 

encouraged the perpetrator himself.").  As the Maryland Court of Appeals observed in reversing 

an aiding and abetting conviction where the defendant stood by as a 3-month old baby was 

brutally murdered: 
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The evidence certainly showed that Pope "witnessed a terrible event" and that she 

"stood by" while the mother killed the child. But the culpability for her conduct 

during the abuse of the child must be determined strictly within the law or else the 

basic tenets of our system of justice are prostituted. There is an understandable 

feeling of outrage at what occurred . . . [b]ut it is the law, not indignation, which 

governs. 

 

Pope v. State, 284 Md. 309, 333 (1979) (emphasis added). 

  The government also failed to meet its burden of proof as to aiding and abetting because 

the evidence, in relation to Caldwell, supported “an obvious alternative motive for [his] 

behavior.”  See United States v. Williams, 865 F.3d 1328, 1347 (11th Cir. 2017) (finding evidence 

insufficient to convict defendant of aiding and abetting a boat operator’s attempt to “evade the 

Coast Guard by jettisoning packages” by making “the boat lighter” when the defendant’s motive 

was just as likely to have been to “rid [   ] the boat of contraband.”).  Caldwell was one of tens of 

thousands of protestors in Washington, D.C. on J6.  Caldwell and his wife were outfitted with 

gear that unmistakably identified themselves as individuals who were exercising their First 

Amendment rights.6  There were “obvious alternative motive[s]” for Caldwell’s conduct on J6.  

First, as there were no barriers blocking access at the time of his arrival to the Peace Fountain, 

(Tr., 4813; Caldwell Exh. 80), Caldwell’s motive could have been--under the belief that his 

conduct was legal--to simply walk on Capitol grounds that are “typically” open to the public.  

(Tr., 4029).  Second, Caldwell’s motive could have been to “vent” his frustration at Congress.  

Third, Caldwell may have simply wanted to have his “voice heard.”  Fourth, Caldwell may have 

just followed the crowd with no particular purpose in mind.  All of these “motives”—especially 

in light of the stoppage of the certification process before Caldwell entered Capitol grounds—

 
6 The Caldwells wore no military-style gear and were not performing any security functions on 

J6.  Mrs. Caldwell was adorned in “Trump” campaign paraphernalia, and the couple was also 

carrying Trump and American flags. 
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were much more likely than a motive to “obstruct” or “impede” a recessed proceeding.  See 

Rosemond, 572 U.S. at 76 (“a person aids and abets a crime when (in addition to taking the 

requisite act) he intends to facilitate that offense’s commission[,] [but] [a]n intent to advance 

some different or lesser offense is not, or at least not usually, sufficient: Instead, the intent must 

go to the specific and entire crime charged[.]”) (emphasis added). 

 The government’s evidence, additionally, was not legally sufficient to show that Caldwell 

acted “corruptly” within the meaning of § 1512(c)(2).  Caldwell did not use “unlawful means,” 

(ECF 400, at 27), on J6.  Caldwell committed no assaults against police, never attempted to enter 

the Capitol, and never encouraged anyone to do those acts.  Likewise, Caldwell did not act with 

an “improper purpose.”  Id.  Caldwell’s actions were consistent with tens of thousands of 

protestors who came to the District to exercise their First Amendment rights.  Simply put, the 

government failed to prove that Caldwell acted “corruptly” in any shape or form on J6.   

 Accordingly, the government failed to meet its burden of proof that Caldwell aided and 

abetted the commission of Obstruction of an Official Proceeding. 

D. Caldwell did not “attempt” to obstruct the Electoral College certification. 

 The government’s case-in-chief adduced insufficient evidence to support an “attempt” to 

obstruct the Electoral College certification conviction.  Per Caldwell Exhibit 80, introduced 

during Special Agent Whitney Drew’s testimony, the police presence and barriers blocking 

access to the walkway leading from the Peace Fountain to the Capitol steps had been thoroughly 

vanquished by 12:57 p.m., sixteen minutes before Caldwell arrived at the Peace Fountain.7  (Tr., 

4812-13).  Captain Ortega testified that the restricted grounds upon which Caldwell traversed are 

 
7 Special Agent Drew could not testify as to what time Caldwell arrived at the Peace Fountain.  

(Tr., 4813).  However, Govt.’s Exhibit 1500 depicted an expanding orange line showing that 

Caldwell and his wife arrived at the Peace Fountain at 1:13 p.m.  See (Govt.’s Exh. 1500).   
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typically open to the public and that individuals who walk up the Capitol steps are ordinarily met 

by an officer who directs them to a public entrance to the Capitol.  (Tr., 4029). 

 To constitute a criminal “attempt,” the government must adduce 

proof of two elements: (1) an intent to engage in criminal conduct and (2) conduct 

constituting a "substantial step" toward the commission of the substantive 

offense that strongly corroborates the criminal intent.  If the substantial steps are 

themselves the sole proof of the criminal intent, then those steps unequivocally 

must evidence such an intent; that is, it must be clear that there was 

a criminal design and that the intent was not to commit some non-criminal act. 

United States v. Dworken, 855 F.2d 12, 17 (1st Cir. 1988) (emphasis added); accord United 

States v. Hite, 769 F.3d 1154, 1164 (D.C. Cir. 2014).  As Judge Boasberg summarized: 

The act in furtherance is often described as a "substantial step" that demonstrates 

"a true commitment toward completing the crime" and that "the crime will take 

place unless interrupted by independent circumstances." United States v. Hofus, 

598 F.3d 1171, 1174 (9th Cir. 2010) (internal quotations omitted). "[The 

substantial step] must be necessary to the consummation of the crime and be of 

such a nature that a reasonable observer, viewing it in context, could conclude 

beyond a reasonable doubt that it was undertaken in accordance with a design to 

violate the statute." United States v. Bailey, 228 F.3d 637, 640 (6th Cir. 2000) 

(internal citation omitted). 

United States v. Nitschke, 843 F. Supp. 2d 4, 10 (D.D.C. 2011).  The government’s evidence 

doesn’t come close to showing that Caldwell harbored an “unequivocal” or “true commitment” 

to specifically (and corruptly) obstruct or impede the Electoral College certification. 

 The government’s closing argument, in fact, forecloses any notion that Caldwell had a 

pre-plan to specifically obstruct the Electoral College.  The government claimed that the breach 

into the Capitol was an “opportunity” that the Rhodes defendants “seized” upon.  (Tr., 9906, 

10,277).  In other words, Caldwell did not specifically plan to approach the Capitol; rather, 

according to the government, he “seized an opportunity” when others took it upon themselves to 

penetrate the Capitol Building.  Accordingly, the government, at least up until Caldwell’s arrival 

at the Peace Fountain, tacitly admitted that Caldwell possessed no mens rea to stop the 
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certification.  Caldwell’s alleged substantial step, i.e., walking on Capitol grounds, up a flight of 

stairs, and saying “USA, USA,” does not “unequivocally” corroborate a “criminal intent” to 

obstruct or impede the Electoral College certification.  Dworken, 855 F.2d at 17.  Caldwell’s 

actions were not “necessary to the consummation of the crime and [  ] of such a nature that a 

reasonable observer, viewing in context, could conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that it was 

undertaken in accordance with a design to violate the statute.”  Nitschke, 843 F. Supp 2d at 4. 

 Caldwell was towards the back of a crowd that made its way onto Capitol grounds.  

There were no barriers blocking Caldwell’s way when he entered the Capitol grounds, which are 

typically open to the public.  Special Agent Palian testified that Caldwell neither entered the 

Capitol nor damaged any property on Capitol grounds.  (Tr., 1648-49).  Caldwell, in fact, 

voluntarily exited the Inaugural balcony after only a few minutes.  Moreover, the government 

adduced no testimony that Caldwell’s actions actually obstructed or impeded, or could have 

obstructed, the certification.  What Caldwell was allegedly “attempting,” i.e., stopping the 

certification, was both legally and factually impossible because the proceeding had been 

evacuated and recessed.  While “impossibility” is not a defense to a criminal attempt when the 

defendant is unaware of the impossibility, e.g., attempting to solicit an FBI agent posing online 

as a minor, it is an airtight defense when the defendant is aware of the impossibility.  How could 

Caldwell specifically intend to “obstruct” or “impede” a proceeding that he knew—as 

demonstrated by the “Pelosi doorknob video”--was not proceeding because Members of 

Congress had already left the Capitol?8   

 
8 In the “doorknob” video, Mrs. Caldwell is heard saying that “Congress has left” the Capitol 

because they were “p------.”  (Caldwell Exh. 87). 
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 Accordingly, for the reasons stated supra, Caldwell did not, as a matter of law, “attempt” 

to obstruct or impede the certification process. 

E. The government cannot rely on Caldwell’s uncorroborated messages. 

 To the extent that the government relies on messages that Caldwell made subsequent to 

the events at the Capitol on J6 in support of upholding the § 1512(c)(2) conviction, such reliance 

is misplaced as Caldwell’s statements were not corroborated.  The D.C. Circuit has ruled that “a 

conviction cannot rest on a defendant's out-of-court statement made subsequent to the crime, 

whether exculpatory or inculpatory, unless the government produces substantial independent 

evidence which would tend to establish the trustworthiness of the statement.”  United States v. 

Dickerson, 163 F.3d 639, 641 (D.C. Cir. 1999) (emphasis added) (citing Opper v. United States, 

348 U.S. 84, 92-93 (1954)).  Rather than adducing “substantial independent evidence . . . 

establish[ing] the trustworthiness” of Caldwell’s messages, the government specifically 

questioned the trustworthiness of Caldwell’s messages before the jury.   

 In redirect examination of Special Agent Palian, the government expressly blamed 

Caldwell’s fantastical messages to explain why the FBI mistakenly believed that Caldwell had:  

1) entered the Capitol Building,9 (Tr., 1850-51, 1859); 2); led the Oath Keepers stack in 

breaching the Capitol on J6,10 (Tr., 1857); 3) actively searched for Members of Congress in 

 
9 Palian testified that Caldwell’s Facebook records contained “statements made by Mr. Caldwell 

that gave [me] the impression that he was inside the [Capitol] building[.]”  (Tr., 1850). 
 
10 Palian testified: 

 Q. In the next message . . . what did Mr. Caldwell say at 2:48 p.m.?  

 A. At 2:48 p.m., "We are surging forward. Doors breached."  

 Q. Had you read this message before you applied for a warrant for Mr. Caldwell's 

arrest?  

 A. Yes, and at that time, we also know that the Oath Keepers Stack 1 had 

breached those doors at 2:40 p.m.  
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tunnels on J6,11 (Tr., 1859-60); 4) received instructions on how to track down Members of 

Congress from the outside, (id.); and 5) why the FBI  believed that Caldwell posed a specific 

danger to the public,12 (Tr., 1866), justifying an FBI raid of Caldwell’s farm for which 

“predication” was based upon false assumptions.13  On cross-examination, Palian bluntly 

testified that Caldwell was not “truthful” in his messages.14  (Tr., 1648-49). 

 In short, instead of corroborating the trustworthiness of Caldwell’s post-J6 messages, the 

government’s case sent a clear message to the jury:  Caldwell’s messages cannot be trusted.  

Additionally, the content of Caldwell’s messages was clearly at odds with video and 

photographic evidence presented by the government.  Caldwell did not plant a flag on the Capitol 

steps as he mused in a message, (Govt. Exh. 2001.T.1); Caldwell, in fact, was at the Peace 

 

(Tr., 1857) (emphasis added). 

11 Palian testified: 

Q. Turning to the next message, message 55, did somebody say, "Tom, all 

legislators are down in the tunnels, 3 floors down"?  

A. Yes, this caused us to believe that Mr. Caldwell was receiving instructions 

from the outside while he was inside the Capitol.   

(Tr. 1859-60). 
 
12 Palian testified: 

Q And did . . . these messages that you found, inform at all your understanding of 

any threat that might be posed by Defendant Caldwell?  

A Yeah, we thought there was a significant threat at the time.   

(Tr., 1866) (emphasis added). 
 
13 Palian testified that the FBI investigation into Caldwell was “predicated” on the Bureau’s 

mistaken belief that Caldwell held a “leadership role” within the Oath Keepers and that he 

“stormed inside the Capitol” on J6.  (Tr., 1629-31). 
14 Palian testified: 

Q. But you can confirm that the words in Mr. Caldwell’s messages didn’t match 

up with his actions that day; is that correct? 

A. No, Mr. Caldwell doesn’t seem to have been truthful; that’s correct. 

(Tr., 1648-49). 
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Fountain at 2:11 p.m. when this message was sent.  See (Govt. Exh. 1500).  Caldwell did not 

“take the damn Capitol,” (Govt. Exh. 2001.T.1), as he boasted in a subsequent message; there 

were throngs of people between Caldwell and the Capitol at the time this message was sent. 

II. Caldwell’s Motion for Judgment of Acquittal Should be Granted as to Count 13 

 The jury convicted Caldwell on Count 13, Tampering with Documents or Proceedings 

pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 1512(c)(1).  To sustain a conviction under § 1512(c)(1), the government 

was required to prove:   

First, the defendant altered, destroyed, mutilated, or concealed a record, 

document, or other object; 

Second, the defendant acted knowingly; 

Third, the defendant acted corruptly; and 

Fourth, the defendant acted with intent to impair the object’s integrity or 

availability for use in an official proceeding. 

(ECF 400, at 41).  The Court should acquit Caldwell of Count 13 as the government adduced 

legally insufficient proof to support the specific allegations set forth in the Indictment. 

A. The government failed to prove that Caldwell tampered with evidence as specifically 

outlined in the Indictment. 

 Contrary to the government’s suggestion in opening argument, (Tr., 1125), and at other 

portions of the trial, Caldwell was not charged by the Grand Jury with unsending 180 Facebook 

messages.  As the Court ruled in relation to jury instructions, Caldwell was charged with 

unsending one message, which allegedly contained a “video,” and “deleting” an unspecified 

number of “photographs” from his Facebook account that documented “his participation in the 

attack on the Capitol on January 6, 2021.”  (ECF 400, at 40) (jury instructions). 

B. “Unsending” is not the same as “deleting.” 
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 In relation to Facebook, the actions of “unsending” and “deleting” are notably different.  

In Count 13, the Grand Jury clearly distinguished between the “unsent” video and the “deleted” 

photographs.  The government, in fact, stressed this distinction between “unsending” and 

“deleting” items from Facebook during its direct examination of Meta, Inc. records custodian 

Tyler Harmon, who testified at length as to the difference between the two actions.  According to 

Harmon, when a Facebook user unsends a message, that message is permanently erased from the 

sender’s and recipient’s Facebook accounts and all Facebook records, although a record is kept 

noting the “action” of unsending.  (Tr., 6181-85).  By contrast, a Facebook user cannot “delete” 

an isolated message; instead, according to Harmon, to “delete” a single message from Facebook 

requires that the user “delete” the entire conversation thread, including all the messages 

contained therein.  (Tr., 6183).  A deleted thread moreover, unlike an unsent message, is not 

deleted from the recipient’s Facebook records.  The difference between “unsent” and “delete” 

vis-à-vis Facebook and the use of those terms in the Indictment is substantial.  Caldwell cannot 

be convicted of evidence tampering based upon allegations not specified in the Indictment.  See 

Stirone v. United States, 361 U.S. 212, 217 (1960) (reaffirming “the rule that a court cannot 

permit a defendant to be tried on charges that are not made in the indictment against him.”). 

 Both the government and defense agree that Caldwell’s Facebook records show that 180 

total Facebook messages were “unsent,” of which 5 messages relate directly to the alleged unsent 

“video,” which were recovered from Crowl’s cell phone.15  These 5 unsent messages were 

originally contained within a 30-page Facebook conversation thread, which was “deleted,” 

between Caldwell and Crowl (hereinafter “the Caldwell-Crowl thread”).  Both sides also agree 

 
15 These 5 unsent messages were the only unsent messages that law enforcement recovered.  

They were recovered from Crowl’s phone. 
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that the other 175 unsent messages were from other conversation threads in Caldwell’s records.  

See ECF 383, at 32, 53 (Govt.’s Opp. to MJOA). 

C. The government tacitly conceded that it can’t prove the contents of 175 messages. 

 Ironically, in its Opposition to Defendants’ Motions for Judgments of Acquittal, the 

government tacitly admitted that it was speculating in regards to the content of the 175 unsent 

messages that have not been recovered by law enforcement:   

Meanwhile, on January 14, as Watkins and Crowl were on their way to hide at his 

home, Caldwell “unsent” and deleted over 175 messages from his Facebook 

account that, based on the timing and context, likely referenced his role in the 

conspiracy.  

 

 (ECF 383, at 32) (emphasis added).  The government’s entire argument in opposing Caldwell’s 

Rule 29 motion as to Count 13, in fact, centered exclusively upon alleged tampering with text-

type messages--not photographs as charged in the Indictment.  Id. at 32 (“Finally, the evidence . . 

. established that Caldwell deleted over 175 messages on his Facebook account, including 

messages he had sent to co-conspirators like Donovan Crowl in which he discussed their actions 

on January 6, 2021.”) (emphasis added).   

 Again, Caldwell was charged by the Grand Jury with 1) deletion of; 2) photographs; 3) 

that specifically depicted his “participation in the attack on the Capitol.”  The government’s 

educated guess (“likely”) that the 175 “unsent” messages “discussed” a conspiracy is the polar 

opposite of legally sufficient proof that Caldwell definitively withheld photographs from the 

Grand Jury by deleting them.  Caldwell was not charged by the Grand Jury with “unsending” 

the 175 identified Facebook messages.  Even if Caldwell was so charged, identifying the 

contents of the 175 unrecovered, unsent messages is abject speculation.  Did they contain text-

type messages?  Memes?  News articles?  Videos?  Wedding photos?  Non-germane J6 photos?  

Or photographs depicting Caldwell’s alleged “participation in the attack on the Capitol on 
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January 6, 2021”?16  Special Agent Palian, Meta custodian Harmon, and Special Agent John 

Moore testified that the content of the unsent messages is “unknown.”  (Tr., 1862, 6191, 6725).  

Accordingly, the 175 unsent messages cannot be the basis for convicting Caldwell regarding 

deleted J6 photographs. 

D. There are only 11 photos at issue. 

 The only evidence that the government adduced regarding the deletion of photographs 

was Caldwell allegedly deleting the entire 30-page Facebook Messenger thread between himself 

and Crowl, i.e., the Caldwell-Crowl thread, (Govt.’s Exh. 2002.T.61), which contained 11 J6-

related photos.  Id. at 69-79.  This evidence, however, failed to establish a prima facie case of 

violating § 1512(c)(1) because to “delete” the 11 photographs contained within the Caldwell-

Crowl thread, Caldwell had to delete the entire 30-page thread.  Accordingly, the government 

failed to prove that Caldwell intentionally targeted the photographs within the 30-page Caldwell-

Crowl thread for deletion.  In other words, it is impossible to know whether Caldwell desired to 

delete from the Caldwell-Crowl thread one written message, ten written messages, one non-

incriminating photo, the entire thread, or the J6 photos alleged in the Indictment.  To carry 

forward any of these “intentions” required Caldwell to make one “swipe” on his phone, which 

resulted in automatic “deletion” of every message within the 30-page Caldwell-Crowl thread.  

“Deletion” in relation to a Facebook thread is an all-or-nothing action, making it impossible for a 

finder-of-fact, absent direct evidence, to determine Caldwell’s intent. 

 
16 Respectfully, Caldwell did not participate in an “attack on the Capitol”; hence, it was also 

impossible for the government to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that Caldwell destroyed 

photos related to something he did not do.  The language in the Grand Jury indictment, which did 

not change over twenty months, was likely based upon the government’s earliest claims that 

Caldwell stormed the Capitol. 
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 Within the 30-page deleted Caldwell-Crowl thread--wherein the 11 J6-related photos 

were located— are multiple messages and posts that clearly have nothing to do with J6.  (Govt. 

Exh. 2002.T.61).  For example, two detailed messages describe a January 10, 2021 emergency 

room visit regarding Caldwell’s wife, Sharon.  Id. at 88-89.  The Caldwell-Crowl thread also 

includes multiple posts of news articles and the Facebook re-posts of others not connected to the 

instant Indictment.  Id. at 61-64.  Other messages detail a particular password that Caldwell was 

sending to Crowl.  Id. at 91.  Six pages contain messages that were originally sent before J6.  Id. 

at 61-67.  There are also dozens of non-photographic messages related to J6 activities.  To claim 

that Caldwell’s specific intent in deleting the entire 30-page Caldwell-Crowl thread was to target 

11 photographs is speculation on steroids.  Ironically, by “deleting” the entire Caldwell-Crowl 

thread instead of taking a narrowly-tailored action like unsending the 11 photographs therein, 

which would have erased the photos from all Facebook records, Caldwell actually preserved the 

11 photographs in Crowl’s Facebook records.  Why didn’t Caldwell simply unsend the 11 photos 

within the Caldwell-Crowl thread—which would have permanently deleted the photos from all 

Facebook records instead of just Caldwell’s--if his intent was to hide them from the Grand 

Jury?17 

E. The government did not prove that Caldwell is the person who “deleted.” 

 Absent a confession or other direct evidence, it was impossible for the government to 

meet its evidentiary burden to find that Caldwell specifically targeted 11 photos for deletion 

within 30 pages of Facebook records.  Similarly problematic, the government’s case-in-chief 

 
17 In fact, the unsent “video”—which turned out to be a link to a news site—was contained 

within the Caldwell-Crowl thread.  That Caldwell unsent this link, but not the J6 photographs 

contained in the same thread, further proves that he did not intend to hide the photos from the 

Grand Jury. 
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adduced legally insufficient evidence to prove that Caldwell was actually the person who 

“deleted” the Caldwell-Crowl thread.  The government produced no eyewitness testimony, 

confession, or admission definitively showing that Caldwell deleted the Caldwell-Crowl thread.  

Legally sufficient proof that Caldwell deleted the Caldwell-Crowl thread requires more than 

motive and opportunity.  See State v. Schmitz, 2005 Ohio App. LEXIS *5939 (Ohio Ct. App. 

2005) (finding insufficient evidence that child pornography defendant deleted photographs:  “No 

additional direct or circumstantial evidence linked defendant to the deletion process besides a 

theoretical motive and opportunity. Motive and opportunity, without more, do not prove an 

act.”).      

F. The government failed to prove Caldwell’s unlawful intent as to both tampering 

allegations. 

 The government’s case-in-chief failed to adduce legally sufficient evidence that Caldwell 

specifically intended to withhold evidence from the Grand Jury.  First, no evidence was adduced 

that the Grand Jury proceeding looking into J6 was a matter of public knowledge.  Second, no 

evidence was adduced that Caldwell was put on actual notice of the Grand Jury proceeding.  

Third, no evidence was adduced that Caldwell, Watkins, or Crowl were publicly named as 

subjects of an FBI or grand jury investigation as of January 14, 2021.  Fourth, no evidence was 

adduced that law enforcement or prosecutors took steps that would have alerted Caldwell that he 

was the potential subject of Grand Jury proceedings.  Fifth, Watkins and Crowl were not arrested 

until three days after Caldwell allegedly tampered with the video and photographs specified in 

the Indictment.  Sixth, the evidentiary record showed that Caldwell did not delete, unsend, or 

otherwise dispose of potential evidence after he became aware that Watkins and Crowl were 

charged.  Seventh, Caldwell was not a participant in the Oath Keepers Signal chats wherein 

message deletion was encouraged.  Eighth, Caldwell did not confess or make inculpatory 
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statements to third parties in relation to specifically intending to engage in evidence tampering.  

The government, in short, did not produce one piece of direct evidence proving that Caldwell 

was on actual or constructive notice of a particular proceeding or that he intended to impair the 

availability of evidence from the Grand Jury. 

 Without direct evidence, the government relies entirely on circumstantial evidence as to 

Caldwell’s intent.  While “[c]ircumstantial evidence and inferences drawn from it may be 

sufficient to sustain a conviction[,] . . . mere suspicion or speculation cannot be the basis for 

creation of logical inferences.”  United States v. Lewis, 787 F.2d 1318, 1323 (9th Cir. 1986).  

The government placed great weight on Caldwell’s alleged tampering taking place while 

Watkins and Crowl were driving to his farm.  However, this coincidence does not establish 

legally sufficient proof beyond a reasonable doubt as to Caldwell’s intent vis-à-vis Facebook.  In 

fact, when all of the circumstantial evidence is considered, even in the light most favorable to the 

prosecution, the government did not come close to meeting its burden.  

 There are multiple innocent explanations for why Caldwell would delete the Caldwell-

Crowl thread.  First, Caldwell may have desired to “clean up” his phone by deleting chats. 

Second, Caldwell’s intent may have been to delete certain messages in the thread (e.g., his wife’s 

medical condition) but, by deleting some, he automatically deleted all of the messages, including 

J6 photographs.  Third, the deletion could have been accidental.  Fourth, someone other than 

Caldwell could have deleted the thread from his phone or computer.  Fifth, Caldwell may have 

decided he just didn’t need the thread any more.  Sixth, Caldwell and Crowl may have decided to 

text one another instead of using Facebook, so the thread was no longer necessary.  Seventh, 

Caldwell may have decided to cut ties with Crowl for reasons that had nothing to do with a grand 
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jury investigation.  In short, the government’s circumstantial case does not compel a legally 

sufficient basis to find Caldwell guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 

G. The Grand Jury Proceeding was not Forseen by Caldwell. 

 The government failed to prove a “nexus” between Caldwell’s conduct and the Grand 

Jury’s investigation.  Accordingly, the instant case is distinguishable from other § 1512 cases 

wherein defendants had actual knowledge of grand jury proceedings or investigations targeted at 

them.  See, e.g., United States v. Pugh, 937 F.3d 108, 121 (2d Cir. 2019) ("[W]e have found the 

nexus requirement satisfied where a grand jury proceeding was 'foreseeable' because the 

defendant was aware that he was the target of an investigation.”); United States v. Black, 530 

F.3d 596, 603 (7th Cir. 2008) (“There was evidence that Black knew that the alleged frauds were 

being investigated by a grand jury and by the SEC.”); United States v. Simpson, 741 F.3d 539, 

552 (5th Cir. 2014) (“Simpson admitted that he deleted the emails after learning about the 

executed search warrants.”); United States v. Persico, 645 F.3d 85, 108 (2d Cir. 2011) (“In sum, 

the evidence was sufficient for the jury to find that Persico had been informed by the government 

that he was the target of an investigation into the disappearance of Cutolo; [and,] that a grand 

jury proceeding on that matter was thus foreseeable to Persico and DeRoss[.]”). 

 To violate § 1512(c)(1), “[a] proceeding must at least be ‘foreseen,’ such that the 

defendant has in contemplation some particular official proceeding in which the destroyed 

evidence might be material.”  United States v. Simpson, 741 F.3d 539, 552 (5th Cir. 2014) 

(emphasis added); accord United States v. Petruk, 781 F.3d 438, 445 (8th Cir. 2015).  The 

government must show that Caldwell’s intended “actions were likely to affect a[n] [official] 

proceeding” to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that he “had the requisite intent to obstruct.”  

United States v. Friske, 640 F.3d 1288, 1293 (11th Cir. 2011).  The government’s argument as to 
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Caldwell’s alleged unlawful intent is circular, i.e., because the government believes Caldwell 

engaged in felonies on J6, therefore, his actions in relation to Facebook must have been 

motivated to cover up his felonious conduct.  In reality, a person in Caldwell’s shoes would not 

reasonably believe that felony charges—which are the subject of grand jury proceedings—would 

be lodged against him.  Caldwell never entered or attempted to enter the Capitol, assaulted no 

police officers, and damaged no property on Capitol grounds.  A reasonable person in Caldwell’s 

position would either not anticipate being charged with a crime or, at most, being charged with 

misdemeanor trespassing, which would not be the subject of a grand jury proceeding.  In short, 

there was insufficient evidence that Caldwell foresaw a grand jury proceeding into his conduct or 

that his actions would likely affect such a proceeding. 

H. A “link” is not a “video.” 

 The Grand Jury specifically charged in Count 13 that Caldwell unsent a “video” and then 

subsequently unsent the message containing the video.  (ECF No. 1).  Contrary to the 

government’s assertion during closing argument, the Grand Jury accused Caldwell of tampering 

with a video—not a message.  For example, if Person A instructs Person B to burn the envelope 

containing an incriminating VHS tape, the subject of the evidence tampering, i.e., the thing made 

unavailable to the Grand Jury, is the VHS tape, not the conduit wherein the evidence resides.  

The undisputed evidence presented in the government’s case was that Caldwell unsent a “link,” 

not a “video.”  A link or “hyperlink” is “an electronic link providing direct access from one 

distinctively marked place in a hypertext or hypermedia document to another in the same or a 

different document.”18  Like sand and steel, a hyperlink and a video are not the same things.  See 

 
18 MERRIAM WEBSTER’S ONLINE DICTIONARY, https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/hyperlink. 
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Stirone v. United States, 361 U.S. 212, 217 (1960).  The undisputed evidence showed that the 

government did not know the specific content of the unsent message until 20-plus months after 

Caldwell was charged and at least one month after the instant Rhodes Indictment was returned.  

(Tr., 6729).  A pitfall of indicting before investigating is that innocent people can get charged 

with crimes they did not commit, such as tampering with a non-existent video.  Caldwell should 

be acquitted by the Court because the government’s evidence (a “link”) did not prove the 

allegation in the Indictment (a “video”). 

I. A hyperlink is not a record, document, or object. 

 To violate Section 1512(c)(1), Caldwell had to tamper with a “record, “document,” or 

other “object.”  A hyperlink is not a record, document, or object within the meaning of § 

1512(c)(1).  A “record” is “an official written document that gives proof of something or tells 

about past events.”19  A “document” is “an official paper that gives information about something 

or that is used as proof of something.”20    An “object” is “a thing that you can see and touch and 

that is not alive.”21  A hyperlink is certainly not a “document” or “record.”  And as you cannot 

“see and touch” a hyperlink, it is not an “object.”  Accordingly, the government failed to prove 

that Caldwell tampered with any items listed in § 1512(c)(1). 

J. Unsending a hyperlink to an open source news segment is not evidence tampering. 

 To violate § 1512(c)(1), a defendant must “alter, destroy, mutilate, or conceal” evidence 

with “the intent to impair [its]. . . availability for use in an official proceeding.”  A hyperlink to 

an “open source” news segment is, as confirmed by Special Agent Moore, “available” to the 

 
19 THE BRITANICA DICTIONARY ONLINE, https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/record 
20 THE BRITANICA DICTIONARY ONLINE, https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/document 
21 THE BRITANICA DICTIONARY ONLINE, https://www.britannica.com/dictionary/object 
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entire world, including the FBI and Grand Jury.  (Tr., 6716, 6725).  The hyperlinked 

News2Share footage did not even feature Caldwell.  Additionally, the undisputed evidence is 

that Caldwell texted the same link to Crowl minutes later at the latter’s request and never deleted 

the text from his phone.  It is speculation that Caldwell’s intent was to make “unavailable” to the 

Grand Jury an open-sourced news segment that did not feature him or his wife and which he 

retained a copy of on his phone in a text chat with Crowl.22  (Tr., 6775). 

K. Evidence introduced in Caldwell’s case buttresses his request for MJOA. 

 Undisputed evidence presented in Caldwell’s case-in-chief should further compel the 

Court to grant judgement of acquittal as to Count 13.  First, Caldwell Exhibits 64-68 included 

screenshots of Caldwell’s cell phone, which the FBI has continually possessed since Caldwell’s 

arrest on January 19, 2021.  These screenshots confirm that Caldwell, as part of a 3-way chat, 

texted Watkins and Crowl 39 photos relating to J6, including the very photos contained in the 

Caldwell-Crowl deleted thread.  (Caldwell Exh. 60(a-y)).  Additionally, Caldwell texted J6-

related photographs to five other individuals in these exhibits.  (Caldwell Exhibits 64(a-c), 65(a-

k), 66(a-j), 67(a-e), 68(a-f), and 68.1).  None of Caldwell’s text messages containing the J6 

photos were deleted from his phone.  The government, moreover, rebutted none of this physical 

evidence.  Mr. Caldwell testified, without government pushback, that he retained multiple 

copies23 of all J6 photographs he took on his cell phone including the 134 photos introduced into 

 
22 In the middle of the 5 (recovered) unsent messages relating to the “link” is a message, which 

Caldwell did not unsend, which is a clear request by Crowl asking Caldwell to “send me that last 

video again in a text msg[.]”  (Govt. Exh. 2002.T.61, at 84).  If Caldwell’s intent was to hide the 

“link” from the Grand Jury, it seems odd that Caldwell did not unsend this message, which gave 

investigators a direct road map to find the “link.”   
23 Caldwell testified that he backed up “multiple copies” of all J6 photos on a Western Digital 

hard drive and a Gorilla-brand flash drive.  (Tr., 8853-54).  Caldwell’s phone has been 
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evidence, (Caldwell Exhibits 45(1-86) & 46(1-48)).  These 134 photos include the originals of 

the photos that were deleted in the Caldwell-Crowl thread.  (Caldwell Exh. 45(61-83)). 

 Caldwell’s retention of multiple copies of his J6 photos—including the photos deleted 

from the Caldwell-Crowl thread—completely debunks the notion that he was attempting to 

“impair” their “availability” for the Grand Jury.  “[T]here are some circumstances in which the 

removal of one of several identical items may not tend to prove a specific intent to make 

evidence unavailable for use in an official proceeding.”  People v. Rieger, 436 P.3d 610, 615 

(Colo. App. 2019).  A Florida appellate court has ruled that, under an evidence tampering statute 

similar to § 1512(c)(1), a defendant’s deletion from his cell phone of a video was insufficient to 

convict in light of his transmission of the video to multiple parties.  Costanzo v. State, 152 So. 3d 

737, 738 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2014).  The Costanzo Court, characterizing such circumstantial 

conduct as “equivocal,” noted that the defendant did not “completely destroy[] potential 

evidence” and therefore deleting the video did not demonstrate the necessary intent to make the 

evidence unavailable.  Id. at 738-39 (“The statute does not criminalize deleting evidence existing 

in the memory of a particular electronic device, particularly where such evidence resides 

elsewhere in the electronic ether.”).24  

 

continuously in FBI custody since January 19, 2021; all of his J6 photos were still on his phone 

when he examined it at an FBI evidence facility prior to trial.  (Tr., 8855). 
24 The allegation that Caldwell intended to withhold evidence from the Grand Jury is further 

undermined by Caldwell’s Exhibits 47, 50, 51, 57, which showed that both Mr. and Mrs. 

Caldwell had made clear their intention to remove themselves from Facebook prior to Caldwell 

unsending or deleting anything from his Facebook account.  In one text message, Caldwell, on 

January 11, 2021, advised a contact that “I am in the process of pulling off all of my pix, etc. 

[from Facebook].”  (Caldwell Exh. 50).  Caldwell had also opened an account on Facebook’s 

rival “Parler” on November 10, 2020.  (Caldwell Exh. 51).  Mrs. Caldwell emailed her state 

delegate on November 9, 2020 requesting contact information for a speaker who gave a speech 

on how to get off of Facebook.  (Caldwell Exh. 47). 
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 Caldwell’s intent in allegedly deleting J6-related photographs was, likewise, 

circumstantially “equivocal.”  Caldwell retained the original photos on his phone, and backed up 

multiple copies on external hard drives.  Copies of the exact same photos were contained in an 

un-deleted text chat with Watkins and Crowl.  (Caldwell Exh. 60(a-y)).  Caldwell retained text 

chats with five other contacts that contained J6 photos, including the exact same photos he 

allegedly deleted from the Caldwell-Crowl thread.  (Caldwell Exhibits 64(a-c), 65(a-k), 66(a-j), 

67(a-e), 68(a-f), and 68.1).  The government recovered every single J6 photo contained in the 

Caldwell-Crowl thread and provided them in discovery to the defense.  The weight of the 

evidence was overwhelming that Caldwell possessed multiple copies of every J6-related 

photograph that he and his wife snapped, including the 11 photos that the government claims 

were “unavailable” to the Grand Jury.   

 Finally, the testimony of retired Special Agent John Roeper was compelling as he 

confirmed that, at the time Caldwell was on the west-side Capitol grounds, he saw no violence 

with police and no barriers blocking entrance to the Capitol grounds.  The testimony of Roeper 

and the Caldwells on these points was further buttressed by the “doorknob” video and photos 

taken by the Caldwells showing no violence against police on the Inaugural balcony. 

 Accordingly, Caldwell should be granted judgment of acquittal as to Counts 3 and 13. 

  


